Intertek SAI Global is a worldwide provider of risk management, quality assurance, standards and certification services across a variety of industries and has been operating in Australia since 1990, over 33 years.

The ‘Five Ticks’ StandardsMark™ trade mark when authorised by Intertek SAI Global to be used, symbolises that the product has undergone a rigorous audit and testing program and has been certified by Intertek SAI Global. Only customers certified by Intertek SAI Global have the privilege of using and displaying the Five Ticks’ StandardsMark.

We work diligently to protect Intertek SAI Global brand and to protect our customers from being misled that goods/services are connected to or certified by us.

As a member of eBay’s VeRO Programme for Intellectual Property Rights owners, we aim to preserve the validity and integrity of our trademarks. Unauthorized sites are illegally utilizing Intertek SAI Global intellectual property (logos, trademark, etc.) and in doing so, are in violation of trademark regulations. We will take all appropriate actions, where necessary, to fully protect our rights. Any listings which infringe upon the Intertek SAI Global trade mark will be reported to eBay for removal. Valid certified product listing can be found by searching the on-line Intertek SAI Global certification register.